Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Introduction
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a swarm based global search algorithm inspired natural mechanism of genetical improvements in biological species [1] , described by Darwinian Theory of Survival of Fittest. It was developed by John Holland in 1970 at University of Michigan [2] . It simulates the process for evolving solutions to arbitrary problems [3] .
GA is algorithm involves multiple solutions represented by a string of variables, analogous to the chromosomes in Genetics. With a initially randomly generated population, every swarm member is a required to be evolved. Evolution is based on the fitness pairs of parent solutions that are selected randomly and reproduce next generation of solutions, stochastically. Each child chromosome has features of both the parent as an output of crossover. Another is limited alteration in feature values of the generation represents effect of mutation.
GA essentially strives to attain the global maximum (or minimum) of cost depending upon the nature of the problem. Over the period of advancements, GA is widely used and extensively researched as optimization and search tools in several fields such as, medical, engineering, and finance etc. The basic facts for their success are simple structure, broad relevance with problem [4] . Goldberg and Harik brought the term compact Genetic Algorithm (cGA) which represents the solution as a probability distribution over the wide space set of solutions, Huanlai and Rong well utilized the concept in minimization problem of resources of network codes [5] . Gas produces high-quality solutions through its high adaptation property with the environment changes [6] . Prakash and Deshmukh investigated the use of meta-heuristics for combinatorial decision-making problem in flexible manufacturing system with GA [7] . Prominent GA applications include pattern recognition [8] , classification problems [9] , protein folding [10] and neural network design [11] etc. GAs are also suitable for multi-objective optimal design problems [12] , in solving multiple objectives.
Even though, GAs has powerful characteristic in determining many practical problems. However their execution time act as bottleneck in few real life problems. GA involve large number of trial vectors that needed to be evaluated. However, the major portion of time consuming function of fitness evaluations can be made parallel to perform independently due to data independency and, therefore, can be evaluated using parallel computational mechanisms.
With the advent of General Purpose GPU (GPGPUs), researchers have been evolving Evolutionary Computations [13] [14] [15] [16] for parallel implementation. Similar advancements in the field of genetic programming are quickly adopted by GA researchers.
After this brief background, the remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II, describes GA Operators along with pseudo codes for implementation in parallel. Section III, introduces architecture detail of GPGPU and C-CUDA followed by Section IV of its implementation. Section V, summarizes performance evaluation of experimental result. Conclusion of this paper with future aspect is presented in Section VI.
GA Operators
GA provides number of solutions however best solution among them is one with least processing time [17] . The three primary operators involved in GA are: (1) Selection, (2) Crossover, (3) Mutation and (4) Elite Solutions operators described as follows.
Selection
There are three most popular different types of Selection Strategies viz., Tournament Selection, Ranked-Based Roulette Wheel, and Roulette Wheel Selection [18] . These strategies are used to search potential parent chromosomes based on the fitness level of individuals from the randomly generated population. The selection operator is expected to produce solutions with higher fitness in succeeding generations. On contrarily, selection operator anticipated to produce relative probability of being selected according to their fitness in the swarm. This leads the algorithm to find global best solution rather than converging to its nearest local best solution.
Tournament Selection:
The mechanism of tournament selection is based upon random selection of solutions from current population. The selected solutions form a pool of solutions, which produces optimal solution among them for succeeding generation. The selection is done on the highest fitness among the pool of solution.
Rank-based Roulette Wheel Selection:
The strategy of Rank-based Roulette Wheel Selection where fitness of each solution is given a rank relative to swarm, deals with the rank of solution rather than fitness value. The chance of selection of chromosome is distributed rationally to the rank of individual solution. Rank-based Roulette Wheel Selection avoid premature conversions significantly.
Roulette Wheel:
In this method, the selection of parent solutions for the next generation child solutions depend upon the probabilities of fitness values relative to portion of spinning a roulette wheel. The chromosomes are chosen for next generation on the basis of their values of fitness, i.e., a chromosome's selection is directly proportional to section of roulette wheel corresponding to the fitness level of the same. Let f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ,.....f n be fitness values of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, . . . n. Then the probability of selection P i for chromosomes i is defined as (1), Advantage of proportional roulette wheel selection is that it selects all of the solutions of swarm with the probability relational to fitness values. Hence it maintains diversity of solution.
Parallel implementation of Selection:
In Roulette wheel selection function there is a global call of kernel for execution of GA on GPU. The thread number per block threadIdx is equal to the respective dimension of population. The selection is done in parallel generating uniformly distributed random numbers between zero to max (cumulative sum) and thereby checking which of the fitness lies immediate greater than that of generated number. Then the corresponding fitness of the trial solution gets selected as parent chromosome for next generation as depicted in Algorithm 1. 
________________________________________________________________________

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for Roulette Wheel Selection
Crossover
The process of producing child chromosomes from parent chromosomes is termed as crossover. It is a significant operator which mimics biological crossover and reproduction of the nature. This operator in GA is broadly classified into three different techniques viz., single point, double point, and uniform distribution crossover.
Single Point Crossover:
In single point crossover, the selected parent solution chromosome string get swapped from a randomly selected crossover point. The resulting chromosome after swapping form children population for next generation.
Double Point Crossover:
Double point crossover is similar to that of single point crossover however; the crossover points are two rather than one.
Uniform Distribution Crossover:
In Uniform Distribution Crossover technique, chromosomes of parent solution are mixed uniformly with a fixed ratio termed as mixing ratio. The process of mixing parent chromosomes produces child chromosomes mixed at gene level as compared with single and double point crossover where mixing is done at segment level. Therefore uniform crossover is more suitable for larger search space. Hence in this paper uniform distribution crossover is used.
Parallel Implementation Uniform Crossover:
In uniform crossover, there is a global call of kernel for execution of the function on GPU. Uniformly distributed random number is generated at the interval 0 to 1 while probability of crossover is defined at 0.9. The mixing ratio of 0.8 is applied at gene level to produce child chromosome. The pseudocode for its parallel implementation is shown in Algorithm 2.
________________________________________________________________________
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for Uniform Crossover
Global call of kernel for uniform crossover function
No. of threads i is equal to threadIdx N is population size pop_size L is chromosome length of string chromoLength Crossover Probability is defined as probCross Mixing Ratio is defined as mixRatio r ← random no. between 0 to 1 if r ≥ probCross then if r ≥ mixRatio then
Mutation
Mutation operator is applied to preserve genetic variance (diversity) in succeeding generation of population in GA. Mutation operator creates a new solution for each possible trial solution. To avoid optimal search stagnation, the difference between two chromosome is increased by a factor termed as mutation factor. In this experiment, the factor is kept relative to the number of iteration between 0.01 to 1.
Parallel Implementation Mutation:
Pseudocode represents the process carried out for mutation in GA on GPU Algorithm 3. There is a global call of kernel for execution of the function on GPU. Each solution of
Global
call of kernel for mutation function No. of threads i is equal to threadIdx Mutation factor is defined as m_fact Obtain population after crossover new_Pop Random no. r is generated between 0 to 1 for i =0 to n if r < m_fact new_Pop = 1-new_Pop Else new_Pop = new_Pop End if End __________________________________________________________________
Elite Solutions
After the crossover and mutation operation, elite solution is applied. In this solution elite string is compared with parent chromosomes and current child chromosomes of entire solution. Elite solution is updated, if any solution in the child population is superior to the solution in elite string. When elite string stop showing any further improvement, it reflects the convergence of the swarm.
Basic GPGPU and C-CUDA
General Purpose GPU
The architectures of General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) is highly parallel, data processing unit endorsed with multiple number of streaming processors. GPGPU interfaced with Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). It was developed by nVIDIA Corporation in 2006 along with Geforce80 and programming model on CUDA platform [17] . It supports execution of arithmetic operations at higher rate, substantial hardware is computationally powerful then CPUs.
Libraries such as curand kernel.h, cuda.h and curand.h etc., along with C language libraries provide high freedom of accessibility to interface user with General Purpose GPU. Researches and experiments in last few years prove its significance in several fields. On contrary it also have low cost and higher power-to-watt ratio as compared to CPUs [19] . In recent years, such features attracted lots of researcher and developers to harness GPUs for various general purpose computations (GPGPU).
Oiso Matumura achieved a speedup rate of 6x in evaluation of Steady State GA with population size of 256, taken benchmarking test functions to compared to the CPU implementation [19] . Jiri and Jaros proposed the application of GA by achieving speedup of 35-781 for determining the Knapsack Problem with a multi-GPU while population size was kept 128 to 2048 individuals per island [20] . Arora, Tulshyan and Deb employed GPGPU to apply a real and binary coded GA and talked about several data structures application on GPU, and archived a speedup of 40-400 for a population size of 128-16384 as compared to its sequential execution [21] .
GA proves suitable in determining several realistic problems [22] . Therefore in this experiment, simultaneous kernel process taken out on GA using GPU. The performance evaluation of single objective GA on set of benchmark test function using nVIDIA GeForce GT 740M GPU is used specifically. It gives speedup of 1.18-4.15 times as compared to CPU execution time.
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
The program based on GPGPU can be easily developed using CUDA architecture. The execution of CUDA program composes of two parts: host section and device section. The host section is executed on CPU while the device section is executed on GPU respectively. However the execution of device section on GPU managed by kernel. The kernel handles synchronization of executing threads. It is invoked by device call for GPU.
The threads in GPU architecture can be grouped into blocks and grids as depicted in Figure 1 . In GPU grid is with group of thread blocks, and a thread block comprises definite number of threads per block. Differentiating between unique threads, thread block and grid may be done by using a set of identifiers threadIdx, blockIdx and gridIdx variables respectively. Thread per block can exchange information to synchronize with each other. Per-block shared memory can be used for communication between each thread within a thread block, however there no direct interaction or synchronization possible between the threads of different blocks [19] . The entire shared memory in CUDA architecture is divided into four types viz., texture memory, constant memory, perthread private local memory and global memory for data shared by all threads. Between these memories, texture memory and constant memory can be accumulated as fast read only caches; while registers and shared memories are the overall fastest memories.
For constant memory, the optimal access strategy adopts reading of same memory location by all threads. The threads can read neighboring thread addresses using texture catch with a high reading efficiency. CUDA functions for allocation and deallocation of memory cudaMalloc and cudaFree, respectively are used. CUDA function cudaMemcpy is used to copy data from host to device.
There are multiple Streaming Processors to handle GPU computations. It is considered as fundamental processor of device architecture. While Streaming Multiprocessors had to run on group of streaming processors. The number of thread block in streaming processors is scheduled by GPU device when kernel function is called.
When threads executing in a group of 32 streaming multiprocessors it is called wrap under the Single Instruction, Multiple Thread (SIMT) scheme, i.e., in nVIDIA GeForce GT 740M have 16KB of shared memory per streaming multiprocessor with 16384 64-bit registers. Shared memory and registers limits the thread block per streaming multiprocessors while executing threads. Hence streaming multiprocessors is limited up to 8 blocks.
Implementing GA Using C-CUDA
Implementation of GA includes parallel flow of algorithm to find global optimal solution using C-CUDA. The major implementation of algorithm consists generation of initial population using GPU, randomly generated numbers to find global best solution, selection of parent solution, implementation of genetic operators and elite solution and finally coping child population back to parent population. The overview of GA execution is depicted in Figure 2 . The implementation of C-CUDA kernels on GA is based on under mentioned principle: 4.1. All GA solution is calculated using thread block at each generation. The maximum size of GA population at each generation is limited to the total number of threads which is currently (2 16 -1) 2 .
4.2.
Every trial solution uses threads to compute possible outcome. GPU's computation capability is 512 threads per block for 1 x 1024. Hence it is directly proportional to the hardware capability.
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4.3.
GPU access all the trial solution in one step i.e., with each kernel call C-CUDA launches number of threads per block equivalent to the population size of the generation.
These characteristics turn out to be best feature for massive implementation of such algorithms. It easily provides speedup in overall computation time of GA. C-CUDA kernels generates population in one step then computes their respective fitness values. The genetic operator is applied to each solution where number of thread kept equal to its population size. The new generation of succeeding population follow same strategy to find solution. Hence due to these benefits of GPU takes less time as compared to its sequential execution on CPU.
Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on two different PCs (PC1 and PC2) and with same nVidia cards (Refer Table I for System Specifications) for separate performance evaluations. PC1 is tested with active background applications. PC2 is kept ideal until complete performance evaluation carried out. The total number of streaming processors and streaming multiprocessors are 16 hence 256 streaming processors in each PC. Entire GA code of C-CUDA is written in Visual Studio C++ (2012 release mode) and complied on nvcc compiler. The result of above experiment is evaluated using two different iteration size of 10,000 and 100,000. The dimension size of experiment is kept fixed. The acceleration of GA on GPU is seen efficient with large number dimension size and maximum iteration. The result Table III and Table IV in next section shows a significant speedup.
Table I. Computational Systems Specification
Benchmark Test Functions
Benchmark Test Functions for our experiment with distinct minima (f min ) is given in Table II , which are numbered from f1(x) up to f7(x) and correspond to the functions in [23] . Here, range is the lower and upper limits of the universal discourse for every function. 
Result and Discussion
The ratio of total time consumed on CPU for serial implementation of code to the time consumed by GPU C-CUDA in parallel implementation gives speedup for the same experiment on different platforms.
Case Study 1:
In this experiment, the dimension size of the population generation is kept first 32 and then 64. Each dimension size iterated for maximum number of iteration, which was set to 10,000. The performance shown in result table is average value of 20 trials. The speedup of GPU over CPU for all seven benchmark test functions are shown in Table III The best computational performance achieved among GPU1 and GPU2 for dimension size of 32, is 2.17 times for f2(x) on GPU1, while on GPU2 with the dimension size of 64, f2(x) shows a speedup of 4.15 times higher than its CPU execution time. The Table III depicts the best result for 10,000 iterations along with quality. Table IV and indicated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The highest speedup achieved in this case for dimension size 32 among GPU1 and GPU2 is 2.39 for test function f7(x). On the other hand, dimension size 64 has best speedup of 2.78 times for f7(x). The GPU average execution time is 33.70 seconds while 127.52 seconds in CPU.
Table IV. C-CUDA Vs. C Performances for 100,000 Iterations
It is considered that the GPU implementation can conceal the latency of memory access by executing many threads in parallel, while the CPU implementation executes the GA calculation sequentially. In particular, it is notable that our implementation to parallelize the process of both individuals and their data is more effective, because the implementation enables the execution of more threads than others. In addition, most GA processes are executed on GPU. This can suppress the frequency of data transfer between the host and the device, which is probably the bottleneck to speed up by GPU.
Conclusion
In this paper, the implementation of GA on GPGPU using C-CUDA is carried out. The massive parallel architecture of GPU exploited to attain required speedups in GA. It shows acceleration of 1.18-4.15 times as compared to its sequential execution on CPU on variety benchmark test functions. From this result it is concluded that, the algorithm can be made more optimized for several search problems to enhance its wide variety of features. In future work, the performance of GA model will be more improved by modifying single objective GA to multi-objective GA. Further improvement of this model will be done by implementing multi-objective GA model with Fuzzy logic system which is expected to a fast parallel approach. 
